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Terre #2 (working title) will be created for the ceramic 
biennial in may 2022 in andenne, belgium. 

this new creation is inspired by the show Terre ô created in 
2013 (minister for children Jean-marc Nollet prize, rencon-
tres de huy 2013). the latter having toured a lot needed 
a new dynamic. 
this new form will integrate a live musician and will be 
more all-terrain.
a period of three weeks of rehearsal is envisaged and we 
will have the chance to start with a workshop of several 
days with the visual artist anne mortiaux around the ques-
tion of territory.

> synopsis

A dancer, a drummer and a bit of clay ...
A space is brought to life. it is a workshop, a place 
for constuction, for dreaming, a space for all kinds of 
possiblities … The meeting of two performers with the 
earth ... its sounds, its smells, its movements, its shifts, 
its dynamics …

playing and daring, the performers allow themselves and 
take the risk to get dirty, to dive into the matter and help 
the spectators become accomplices in their trouble-making 
spirit.
big splashes, small slides, mudflows. stories are told. pat-
terns and sounds appear, images come and go as tracing, 
dancing gestures draw curves, symmetries, phrases...

in resonance, the materials earth, body and sounds answer 
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each other and invite us to explore the unexpected paths, 
the close links, the common points ...
in silence, with their fingertips or with their whole body, the 
performers invest these new spaces created, they play with 
the forces of the material and the movements it provokes. 
they listen, dance and play with its words like crushing, 
crumbling, tapping, cracking, digging ... sometimes they can 
give shape to the material or on the contrary spread it out, 
scatter it. 

in this game of the ephemeral and the perpetually changing, 
the images and shapes that we recognize or that we invent 
or imagine, exist in the instant and on the spot where they 
appear, and then they can disappear the next moment, lea-
ving the stage to another landscape.
the space is sculpted, filled or emptied.

> ArTisTic sTATemenT

common space, playground, earth that feeds and yet des-
troys ... it brings us back to the body, the flesh, the rites, 
our origins. body and matter in a dialogue, they come face 
to face, meet or clash. we discover close bonds, unexpected 
paths, where the gesture materializes itself and where, in an 
actual physical engagement with the soil and the ground, 
images emerge, histories surge ...

in a world where the place occupied by images keeps 
growing, where our vision is constantly and extremely 
stimulated, we wish to bring our attention back to the 
body’s relationship with touch, and to open percep-
tions at a visible as well as at imaginary level.
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these images, that appear in our performance, exist in 
the instant, and they exist for what they are.
they give space to a body that continuously moves, 
transforms and reinvents itself as it comes and stays into 
contact with its environment.
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creATed by
caroline cornélis, tom malmendier et miko shimura

performed by
tom malmendier and miko shimura

visuel ArTisT And sTAge designer
anne mortiaux

lighTing designer
frédéric vannes

promoTion And mAnAgemenT
ad lib diffusion - anna giolo

A Nyash production. the company get financial support of the 
federation Wallonia-Brussels, service de la danse.
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caroliNe corNelis, 
artistic director aNd choreographer

après un parcours d’interprète auprès de frédéric flamand, 
paulo ribeiro, michèle Noiret, c’est avec la compagnie iota 
en 1998 que caroline découvre la création jeune public. 
depuis, elle n’a cessé de s’intéresser à rendre plus curieux 
et réceptif le jeune spectateur au langage de la danse 
contemporaine. elle fonde en 2006 l’asbl Nyash et crée  
« la petite dame » et « tout ce qui nous sépare ». 

depuis 2010, c’est avec la complicité de miko shimura 
qu’elle creuse et affine sa recherche vers les plus jeunes. 
ensemble, elles créent « Kami » et « terre Ô » (prix du 
ministre de l’enfance à huy 2013). actuellement en tournée 
en belgique et à l’international, « stoel » marque en 2015 
une première collaboration avec claire goldfarb et arne 
van dongen pour la création de la musique (prix de la 
ministre de l’enfance et coup de coeur de la presse). c’est 
dans la continuité de cette dernière pièce que caroline 
créé « 10:10 ». il s’agit d’explorer les rapports poétiques 
que peuvent mettre en jeu un objet du quotidien (des chai-
ses dans « stoel ») ou un espace (la cour de récréation 
dans « 10:10 »). 

caroline participe aussi en tant qu’artiste à développer des 
projets de « danse à l’école » et donne des formations 
aux enseignants et futurs enseignants.

miKo shimura
daNcer

after her formation at the centre National de danse contem-
poraine in angers, she left for colombia to work with choreo-
graphers such as dominique dupuis, alvaro restrepo, marie-
france delieuvin, carlos cuevas, carmen werner. 
rich of this experience she joins the provisional danza com-
pany in madrid of carmen werner with whom she works 
during three years.

in 2002, back in belgium, she participates in many projects 
with different companies such as the retina dance company, 
the compagnie hybrid (b. blumenthal), 1X2X3 (f. traoré) and 
the compagnie iota with whom she discovers the young pu-
blic theater and participates as a dancer and choreographer 
in the creation of several creations. since 2009, she colla-
borates with caroline cornélis in the Nyash company for the 
piece kami and terre ô.

since the beginning of her career, she combines the stage 
with teaching contemporary dance for children, teenagers, 
adults and professional dancers.

since 2009, she participates  in the project «dance on scho-
ol» as artist in residence in several kindergarten, primary 
and secondary schools. 
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tom malmeNdier
musicieN

tom malmendier became a musician fortuitously. mostly self-
taught, he develops his practice through collaborations with 
several companies and takes part to various workshops and 
concerts. these experiences enabled him to use improvisation 
as the starting point of his sound creations, and to engage in 
artistic and human dialogues with actors, dancers or painters. 
tom is part of the piece 10:10 from Nyash company, the 
piece is touring actually.

aNNe mortiauX
stage desigNer

a visual artist and stage designer, anne mortiaux’s practice 
is informed by the exploration of sites, spaces, matter and 
narratives. she seeks to associate lived experiences to matter, 
and vice-versa. her interest in childhood led her to work in 
schools and children’s theater. earth, clay and water are her 
materials of predilection.

frédéric vaNNes
lightiNg desigNer

a film graduate from iNsas, frédéric vannes has worked as 
a lighting designer and production manager on more than 
forty theater plays, dance pieces, circus shows or concerts 
over the last twenty years. he took part to projects whose 
contents and commitment went beyond the limits of the sta-

ge, and marked by a profound sense of humanity: groupov’s 
rwanda 94, about the genocide, and complicity, with espace 
catastrophe, involving mentally disabled people. he joined the 
Nyash company in 2011 as a 
technical director and lighting designer. in this context too, his 
continues to serve an essential purpose: educating the eyes 
of young people.  

aNNa giolo, 
promotioN maNager

founder of ad lib, she supports a selection of belgian artists 
for developing their productions and promote their creations 
nationally and internationally. since 106, she has been in 
charge of co-programming the look iN’out professional mee-
ting days in brussels, in partnership with bamp and théâtre 
140. within ad lib, she is the coordinator of the yearly inter-
national and multi-disciplinary residency program at libitum 
in the french vaucluse region. 

anna giolo was also a member of the conseil d’aide aux 
projets théâtraux (theatrical projects support council) at the 
federation wallonia-brussels, worked toward the development 
of artist management departments for various structures in 
brussels, and as an administrator and assistant director on 
various projects.
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founded in 2006 by caroline cornélis, the Nyash company 
seeks to familiarize young audiences to contemporary dance, 
through a committed, engaged and poetic corporeal langua-
ge. proceeding from familiar and tangible elements ancho-
red in reality, the company invites spectators into an entire 
sensory universe. this ambitious project implies reinventing 
forms that are familiar to children.

strongly influenced by the world of childhood, caroline cor-
nélis shapes her choreographic language by drawing — from 
an adult’s perspective — from the singular way children see 
the world and how they interact with it through their imagi-
nation. it is clear that in turn, the young spectators recognize 
themselves in what they see and perceive, eventually finding 
pathways to discover and seize a contemporary language. 

while proceeding from a working process oriented toward 
young audiences, caroline cornélis also wishes to take into 
account and consider the adults that accompany them. pa-
rents and teachers alike need to feel committed, moved, 
concerned by what they see. for they will play an essential 
role as « transmitters » and « mediators » in charge of 
inviting the children to appropriate this common cultural 
heritage. 

today, Nyash has just completed their latest production, and 
benefited from powerful, long-term artistic collaborations? 
lighting designer frédéric vannes, musician claire goldfarb, 
visual artist anne mortiaux, choreographic accomplices co-
lin Jolet, marielle morales and miko shimura, and with the 
contribution of philosopher gilles abel, who will help the 
company explore the dialogue between the languages of the 
body and of the mind. this precious entourage shall contri-
bute to the development and reinvention of the company. 
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some press extracts of the show terre ô created in 2013. 
these will allow you to let your imagination run wild about 
what will become of this reinvented form.

Water and clay powder, brown putty, and endless exploration. 
Appeasing music, gentleness and aerial dance. Miko Shimura 
(together with choreographer Caroline Cornélis in the devi-
sing process) undulates under the impulse of her research. 
Slowness and precaution give way to a rough and ground-
like energy, gaily flirting with the forbidden. From the “oh, 
look!” to the enchanted “blahs”, the children jubilate when 
she goes all in. Bubbly, she gets carried away, tries things 
out, beats her clay and draws. 
Dance and earth: everything connects and inspires, under the 
children’s wide open eyes. 

la libre belgique - sarah colasse

The dancer blows in the dust to create poetical clouds, rolls 
in a jubilant mud bath, plays with her handprints, competes 
with Jackson Pollock in wild 
splashes, draws primitive paintings and convokes intriguing 
clay monsters sculpted with her chin. The children are cap-
tivated by these forbidden games, by this workshop where 
playing with soil and mud is not a “don’t” anymore.

le soir – catherine makereel

By staging the freedom of making a mess, of getting dirty, 
of sticking one’s hands in the mud, of poetically and daringly 
playing with materials, the challenge is having the nerve to 
defy the small interdictions of the everyday in order to create 
a magical artistic universe. 
Weight and fluidity, dust and water, ocher, red and white are 
lit in a subtle and collaborative staging. The music becomes 
water drop, the lighting becomes the sun, and the performan-
ce makes us want to reconnect with the pleasure of molding 
clay, in order to bring to life our own worlds. 

sybille wolfs for le centre dramatique pierre de lune
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The TeAm

> the team of the show is composed of 3 people :

-1 dancer
-1 stage manager
-1 choreographer/administrator/promoter.

durATion of The show

> 30 minutes without intermission

seT

> minimum dimensions of the stage : 8 meters from the 
garden wall to the courtyard wall by 6 meters deep (ex-
cluding audience) and 3.5 meters high.

> a black backdrop must completely close the back of 
the stage. the garden and courtyard walls must be black. 
-black box. the floor must be perfectly clean.
if the floor is not black and/or in good condition, it must 
be covered with a black dance floor.

!!! the theater must provide a vacuum cleaner, two 
squeegees + cloths !!!

lighTing (12 circuiTs 3 Kw)
 
we require (minimum) :

> 1 set of memory organs with automatic transfer
> 4 short 1 Kw cut-outs with knives, type 613 juliat
> 6 pc 1Kw with shutters
> 6 par 64 solo (6 cp62)
> 5 fresnels 1 Kw with shutters (pc+diff ok)
> 2 floor plates
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son

we require :

> broadcast system : one far ground speaker garden, one 
far ground speaker courtyard

> table: two inputs on a stereo minijack (connected to a 
computer)

> amplifier : adapted to the diffusion system.

plAnning

> assembly : 1 service of 4 hours with 2 electros, 1 machino

> dismantling : 1 hour 30 included loading

miscellAneous

the dancer is on stage at the entrance of the spectators 
and therefore the entrance of the latter is after the begin-
ning of the performance.

TechnicAl conTAcT

frédéric vannes 
+32 (0) 477 200 356
fred.vannes@nyash.be

promoTion conTAcT

ad lib diffusion   
anna giolo    charlotte wacker
+32 477 49 89 19  +32 456 31 63 74
contact@adlibdiffusion.be distribution@adlibdiffusion.be
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publisher : caroline cornélis, 43 av louis bertrand 1030 bruxelles
graphic design : Nathalie delchambre - is-it-cliche.com
photography : alice piemme

conTacTs
> promoTion 

ad lib diffusion
anna giolo
+32 477 49 89 19
contact@adlibdiffusion.be

charlotte wacker
+32 456 31 63 74
distribution@adlibdiffusion.be

www.adlibdiffusion.be

> compAny 

caroline cornélis
artistic director
+32 472 29 30 49
caro.cornelis@nyash.be

www.nyash.be
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